Remote Entry/Exit Management
Never be taken by surprise

Keep your entrances secure day and night with fewer man-hours. That’s possible thanks to cameras, software and operators working together to stop suspicious activity in its tracks. From the morning rush to late night deliveries, remote entry/exit management from Securitas helps you avoid unwelcome surprises.

Using strategically placed cameras, Securitas operators keep watch over your entrances during critical situations, ready to intervene should the need arise. Since operators can visually verify an incident, there’s no delay in dispatching help when you need it.

Intelligent analytics can prevent trouble any time of day by monitoring footage in real-time and triggering human intervention based on pre-defined criteria. Not only do analytics automatically flag intrusions, they notice more subtle behaviour like a person or vehicle trying to sneak through a checkpoint behind authorized personnel. They can even make access control run more smoothly with license plate recognition and automated authorization.

Using smart technology and efficient practices, remote entry/exit management from Securitas can actually reduce resource demand while creating a safer environment for your people, property and business.

Advantages of remote perimeter protection

- 24/7 surveillance of all entry points at a low cost
- Prevent incidents with software that analyzes footage in real-time (optional)
- Reduce shrinkage with monitoring that ensures back doors are used only for authorized purposes
- Safer for after hours activity like vendor deliveries or cleaning crews
- Allow access for guests (vendors, inspectors) remotely with no need of personal escort
- Simplify incident follow-up with documented evidence for insurance/legal proceedings
- Access to cutting edge technology with no major new investment
- Part of a comprehensive service portfolio
How remote entry/exit management works

- Expert guidance in choosing ideal equipment and placement
- Use existing equipment or new fixed, thermal and Pan Tilt Zoom cameras
- Cameras connected to a Securitas monitoring centre
- High resolution cameras catch every detail
- Operators provide look-out in sensitive situations, like when transferring goods/money or working late
- All activity summarized and reported to you
- Intelligent video analytics customized to your specifications (optional)
- Remote escort into and out of premises in compromised situations (optional)
- Speaker system for voice intervention (optional)

Partner network brings together industry’s best
Securitas has global agreements with some of the security industry’s top innovators. This allows us to deliver the best possible technology and services in simple, cost-effective packages. Some of our key partners are Milestone Systems and Axis Communications.

The industry’s most advanced portfolio of security services
Remote video solutions managed by Securitas give you state-of-the-art security in innovative and cost-effective service packages. Cutting edge cameras and software create real-time security that prevents incidents, optimizes security officers’ time and reduces costs – no new investment required.

Remote video solutions cover patrolling, escorts, alarm verification, entry/exit management, perimeter protection, business intelligence applications and more. And since our agreements always include proactive upgrading, security is one challenge you can rest assured is covered.

“Since operators can visually verify an incident, there’s no delay in dispatching help when you need it”